
 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2 Release Notes 

Welcome to the Extension 2 release of the following products:  

 Autodesk® Flame® Premium 2015 

 Autodesk Flame 2015 

 Autodesk Flare  2015 

 Autodesk Flame Assist® 2015 

 Autodesk Lustre® 2015 

For details on the new features included in this extension, see the following: 

 Flame Premium What's New in 2015 Extension 2 

 Flame Assist What's New in 2015 Extension 2 

This extension also includes bug fixes, and an updated DKU (version 9.5) for Linux workstations. 

You can also find PDFs and other offline documentation formats here. 

System Requirements 

For Flare, see Flare system requirements.  
For Flame Assist, see Flame Assist system requirements.  
  

http://docs.autodesk.com/flamepremium2015/files/whats_new.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/flameassist2015/files/whats_new.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/cf
http://www.autodesk.com/flare-systemrequirements
http://knowledge.autodesk.com/article/System-Requirements-for-Autodesk-Flame-Assist


 

System Requirements for Linux Workstations, including Linux stand-alone workstations, Incinerator 
workstations and Lustre Media Servers. 

Workstation BIOS 
Minimum 
RAM (GB) 

Recommended 
RAM (GB) 

AJA Firmware Operating System DKU 

HP Z820 
Workstation 
with NVIDIA 
K6000 
graphics card 

 Single-GPU: 1.14 
(3.14 is optional, but 
fixes a performance 
issue with Mellanox 
FDR InfiniBand 
adapters.) 

 Dual-GPU: 3.50 
mandatory 

16 (48 for 
dual-GPU) 

64 

AJA KONA 4G: 
FPGA 
2014/08/14 at 
18:51:03 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 

9.5 

HP Z820 
Workstation 
with NVIDIA 
Quadro 6000 
graphics card 

 Single-GPU: 1.14 
(3.14 is optional, but 
fixes a performance 
issue with Mellanox 
FDR InfiniBand 
adapters.) 

 Dual-GPU: 3.50 
mandatory 

16 (32 for 
dual-GPU) 

64 

AJA KONA 3G 
Quad: 
2014/03/19 
07:22:10 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
Workstation 6.2 (64-bit) 

9.5 

HP Z800 
Workstation 
with NVIDIA 
Quadro 6000 
graphics card 

3.54 (single- and dual-
GPU) 

24 (36 for 
dual-GPU) 

48 

AJA KONA 3G 
Quad: 
2014/03/19 
07:22:10 

 Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux Desktop 5.3 with 
Workstation Option 
(64-bit) 

 Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux Workstation 6.2 
(64-bit) 

9.5 

HP Z800 
Workstation 
with NVIDIA 
Quadro 
FX5800 

3.54 24 48 
0x75 AJA OEM 
2K 

 Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux Desktop 5.3 with 
Workstation Option 
(64-bit)  

 Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux Workstation 6.2 
(64-bit) 

9.5 

HP xw8600 1.35 12 24 0x73 

 Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux WS 4, Update 3 
(64- bit) 

  Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux Workstation 6.2 
(64-bit) 

9.5 

HP xw9400 3.05 12 24 0x73 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
WS 4, Update 3 (64- bit) 

9.5 

HP xw8400 2.26 12 24 0x73 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
WS 4, Update 3 (64- bit) 

9.5 

About AJA Firmwares 

 In order to use the AJA Kona 3G card in Flame 2015, you must update the card's firmware to Firmware 
version "2014/03/19 07:22:10". A script is installed on the workstation when you install the application 
(in /usr/discreet/flame_2015/scripts/cfgAjaUpdate (Flame), that enables you to upgrade and downgrade 
the AJA Kona 3G's firmware. To run the script to upgrade the firmware for 2015, from a shell, type the 
following command: cfgAjaUpdate 2015. Once the card is upgraded, it is recognized as AJA Kona 3G 
Quad. 
 



 

 Once you have upgraded the card to the AJA Kona 3G Quad firmware, it is no longer useable with pre-
2015 versions of Flame. If you are running a pre-2015 version of Flame alongside a 2015 version, you 
must run this script again, with the [pre2015] variable to downgrade the AJA Kona 3G' Quads 
firmware. To run the script to downgrade the firmware for pre-2015, from a shell, type the following 
command: cfgAjaUpdate pre2015. 

 If you have downgraded the card's firmware and want to use it again in Flame 2015, you must re-
update the card's firmware, by running the following command: cfgAjaUpdate 2015. 

 After running the script, you must power down and reboot your workstation, to make sure the 
appropriate AJA board firmware is properly installed. 

 Upgrading to Flame 2015 overwrites the init.cfg file to make the new timings available. The new 
timings must be uncommented in the init.cfg file to be available in the application. Either modify 
manually the init.cfg to reset the edited options, or use the Flame Setup application. 

HP xw8600 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Workstation 6.2 

Version 2015 Extension 2 introduces support for RHEL 6 on HP xw8600 workstations. Upgrading your HP 
xw8600 workstation to RHEL 6 involves reinstalling the OS from scratch. Reinstalling the operating system 
formats your system drive. Autodesk recommends archiving your projects and backing up important 
workstation settings and personal documents before you begin the OS upgrade process. Refer to the OS 
installation instructions in the Installation Guide for details.  

Hardware requirements for render nodes not purchased from Autodesk 

Component Minimum Recommended 

CPU 
Two single-core, or one dual-core 64-bit processor, 
such as AMD Opteron or Intel Xeon 

Two quad-core 64-bit processors, 
such as the Intel Xeon E5472 CPU 
at 3.0 GHz 

Memory 8 GB or higher 
Same amount of memory as the 
Creative Finishing workstation 

Hard Disk 

120 GB or higher SATA, Ultra-SCSI 320, SAS, or IDE 
drive. The system disk must be a single, physical 
hard disk drive. It cannot be a logical volume from 
an array of disks. 

  

Network card On-board Gigabit Ethernet adapter 
InfiniBand card, if you want to run 
Burn and Autodesk Incinerator on 
the same render node 

GPU-accelerated 
Graphics Card 

None. Nodes without a GPU-accelerated graphics 
card cannot render jobs that require a GPU, such as 
floating point jobs. 

A card from either of NVIDIA 
Quadro FX 3800 or better, or 
NVIDIA Quadro 4000 or better 

 

Linux requirements for render nodes not purchased from Autodesk 

Hardware Platform Linux Version 

HP ProLiant DL160se G6 
Custom Autodesk distribution of Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 6.2 
with Workstation Option 

HP ProLiant DL160 G5 or HP ProLiant 
DL140 G3 

Custom Autodesk distribution of Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 4, 
Update 3 

Nodes not purchased from Autodesk 
On new nodes, use CentOS 6.3. On already-configured nodes, there is 
no mandatory upgrade. 

http://docs.autodesk.com/flamepremium2015/install/files/topichead_1.htm
http://docs.autodesk.com/flamepremium2015/install/files/topichead_1.htm


 

Compatibility 
Keep in mind the following information on software compatibility and limitations before upgrading to the 
current version. Autodesk recommends archiving your media and project data before you upgrade. 

Upgrade Compatibility 

 Projects and Media Library  
Read-only. What you can access and how you access it depends on the version from which you are 
upgrading.  

o Upgrading from Flame 20th Anniversary or later:  
You can Convert or Convert and keep a copy your project from the Start Up screen. Once 
converted, the project becomes identical to a project created in the current version, with 
access to the libraries and the clips they contain. You cannot open a converted project using 
the original application; use Convert and keep a copy to keep a copy that remains accessible 
by the original application. You can also delete a project and its media as you would a native 
project, without having to first convert it. 

o Upgrading from a version prior to Flame 20th Anniversary:  
You cannot open a project created in a version prior to Flame 20th Anniversary. However, you 
can still access the clip libraries of those projects through the MediaHub, using the Projects 
browser. You can only delete projects and clip libraries from the application that created 
them.  

 If the original project is on the same system: Create a project in the current release 
and then copy the clip libraries from the old project to the new project using the 
MediaHub. 

 If the original project is on another system: If it has a previous version from 2007 
onward installed, transfer the clip libraries to a project on the current system. 
Alternatively, you can archive the project from an older version and restore the 
archive in the latest version. See the application help for instructions on creating and 
restoring archives. 

 Archives  
Read-only.  

o Archives created using earlier versions of applications from the Flame Family are read-only 
when restored to the current version. That is, you can restore an older archive in the current 
version, but you cannot append material to it; you must create a new archive. 

o Archives created in the current version cannot be restored in earlier versions of Creative 
Finishing applications. 

 Users  
Incompatible. 
Create a user in the latest version. See the application help for instructions. 

 Setups 
Compatible (including most Sparks setups). 

GenArts Sapphire 6 Mandatory Upgrade 

If you are using GenArts Sapphire 6 sparks, you must upgrade to the latest version of Sapphire 6 (at least 
genarts-sapphire-sparks6-6.151-1.x86_64.rpm). Older versions of Sapphire 6 can freeze Flame or Flare when 
loaded. 



 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Fixed Bugs List 
Common to All Platforms 

Key Components Summary 
SMOK-25143 Action Application slowdown when HWAA enabled and GMask has smoothing. 
SMOK-23708 Action Media list: When feeding an Action layer node with a read file node you 

get a layer name like "gatewayimport2" 
SMOK-23096 Action Selecting media in Action schematic doesn't update the UI. 
SMOK-22898 Action Generated Normal maps contain artifacts (black pixels) 
SMOK-22475 Action UI offset error in action compare 
SMOK-24425 Archive / Restore DL_ARCH_VERBOSE_LEVEL env var crashes RHEL6 systems 
SMOK-23867 Archive / Restore "archive setups" is grayed or not shown. 
SMOK-23661 Archive / Restore Archive keyword size to be removed of the init.cfg file 
SMOK-22090 Archive / Restore Cannot restore archive when project of same name already exists on a 

system. 
SMOK-21895 Archive / Restore Cannot Archive remote project : In use by 'FlamePremium on ...' 
SMOK-25941 Archive / Restore Include/Exclude Renders is not updating Size Estimate Display. 
SMOK-25871 Archive / Restore Application is waiting indefinitely at the end of restore some archives 

generated by version 2013. 
SMOK-25728 Archive / Restore Cannot close LTO archive with write-protect. 
SMOK-25718 Audio Soft import 44.1 audio clips  always playback in sync 
SMOK-25280 Audio Audio mixdown doesn't work with mono tracks 
SMOK-21568 Audio Audio drag on timeline is offset graphically. 
SMOK-18849 Audio Smoke renders audio when video is exclusively selected on source. 
SMOK-24166 Batch / BFX / CFX Auto Stabilization Crashes on Render 
SMOK-23839 Batch / BFX / CFX Zoom behavior inconsistent: between batch schematic and timeline. 
SMOK-22903 Batch / BFX / CFX Cannot explode History in Batch with trimmed Clips. 
SMOK-20959 Batch / BFX / CFX Animation timing is wrong on Timeline after Explode FX/Convert to 3D 

comp 
SMOK-14634 Batch / BFX / CFX Corruption on rendering clip with Batch setup containing Paint, MUX, 

and Action's motion blur. 
SMOK-21567 Batch / BFX / CFX Batch Snapshot / Setup and BFX/CFX loses animated GMask imported 

into an Action node. 
SMOK-23962 Color 

Management 
Confusion around Lin to Log and Log to Lin LUTs. Customers think Lin 
means Scene Linear when it is really Video. 

SMOK-25552 Conform localhost should not be part of media file paths for exported AAF. 
SMOK-24701 Conform Timewarp Speed are not read correctly with conformed AAF. 
SMOK-24147 Conform Timewarps have 1 frame offset. 
SMOK-23887 Conform No video tracks created when conforming AAF from MC 7.0 with Spatial 

Adaptor effect, Color Adaptor and Audio Warp. 
SMOK-21672 Conform AAF 1 frame image off in shots with timewarps  
SMOK-17662 Conform Export AAF from Smoke does not auto link media files in Avid ProTools. 
SMOK-24133 Creative Tools Matchbox : Sharpen shader acts wrong on borders 
SMOK-23717 Creative Tools Player not updated when using Resize Deinterlaced 
SMOK-23263 Creative Tools Unable to see Timeline Layer Context in Text Module. 
SMOK-21779 Creative Tools Timeline FX Color Correction editor cannot switch SDI preview with 

Monitor button when Primary Track is shown. 
SMOK-21023 Creative Tools Timewarp's "Timing" field treats input as number of frames, not 

timecode. 
SMOK-25717 Data Management Wrong Archive content when appending to an archive with modified 

BFX/CFX setup. Unmodified setup will be archived. 
SMOK-25639 Data Management Having more than 3 volumes will cause crashes of the wiretap Server 

and possible data loss 
SMOK-25607 Data Management Splicing two clips with similar but unequal aspect ratio prevent wire 

transfers or project reload. 
SMOK-25585 Data Management Crash when Alt + Hovering over media having extra-long tape/clip 

names. 
SMOK-25189 Data Management Protection mode: No auto-save triggered when moving clip from 

Desktop to Media Library. 
SMOK-24773 Data Management Crash when importing the libWiretapPythonClientAPI.so that comes 

with 2015 Ext1. 



 

Key Components Summary 
SMOK-24151 Data Management Crash when Starting the application from a shell using - v `VOLUME` -j 

`PROJECT`-u `USER`. 
SMOK-24021 Data Management Application should not crash in case of missing media (seen as corrupted 

Project). 
SMOK-23793 Data Management Closed Shared Libraries are re-open when relaunching project or 

restarting application. 
SMOK-23666 Data Management Convert Project and Keep Copy: the copied project size is bigger than 

the original one. 
SMOK-23577 Data Management Timewarp Motion and Trail are not coming back going through project 

conversion or wire. 
SMOK-23073 Data Management project.rdb errors in shell log when creates and use a new project. 
SMOK-22639 Data Management Bit depth issue with drop down menu in New Project Creation and 

Conform dialogs. 
SMOK-20813 Data Management Possible loss of cached media on archive or copy when two clips share 

the same source ID 
SMOK-16345 Data Management Add contextual Cache & Flush Source Media options to timeline 

segments. 
SMOK-20390 Documentation Missing memory requirements from Release Notes. 
SMOK-25331 EditDesk, Desktop 

and Editing tools 
Saving to library should not be an undoable event:  

SMOK-24846 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Nested Matte Containers are not accessible. 

SMOK-24653 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Record timeline player = Src player when accessed from play button 
from reels. 

SMOK-24143 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Scan mode disappearing from Reformat menu when creating new DF 
project follow by AAF import. 

SMOK-24056 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

The Delete cue mark button is missing from the Timeline Toolbar. 

SMOK-23915 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Thumbnail view is shown when you select Splice Selected in Media 
Panel Full in Width 

SMOK-23719 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Behavior of drag & drop of the reel is different when setting of "Sort 
Containers By" is enabled. 

SMOK-23715 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Fit to Fill on a matte container clip with head handles gives wrong result 

SMOK-23278 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Tools Repeat: source clip jump to first frame when selected. 

SMOK-23234 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Scan format of Gap layer does not inherit the scan format of the 
timeline. 

SMOK-22421 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Deleting Cue mark behavior is different from Media Library and Reel 

SMOK-21777 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Focus on trim behavior is too quick on batch timing view. 

SMOK-24226 Installation and 
Software Config  

Using Flame setup creating a new partition does not create the 
/usr/discreet/clip/stonefsX folder 

SMOK-22992 Media Hub No more in-place naming. 
SMOK-16745 Media Hub Improper permissions set when creating a folder through MediaHub 
SMOK-25506 Media Import / 

Export 
Unable to import some compressed QuickTime files. 

SMOK-25162 Media Import / 
Export 

Need an option to unbundle VRay OpenEXR channels. 

SMOK-24357 Media Import / 
Export 

MediaHub does not show Tape name for QuickTime RGBA files (Alexa 
ProRes) 

SMOK-24317 Media Import / 
Export 

OpenEXR single color component Z depth channel is not supported. 

SMOK-23994 Media Import / 
Export 

Export Sequence Publish: width / height tokens should resolve segments 
not timeline. 

SMOK-23946 Media Import / 
Export 

Export sequence doesn't obey the hidden layers. 

SMOK-23939 Media Import / 
Export 

MXF DNxHD display incorrect source TC. 

SMOK-23489 Media Import / File Sequence compression dropdown for EXR, SGI, TIF & RLA has 



 

Key Components Summary 
Export "Uncompressed" wrongly labeled "Uncompressed 8 bit RGB (RAW)" 

SMOK-23074 Media Import / 
Export 

Cannot export in ProRes if width is not a multiple of 16 

SMOK-22240 Media Import / 
Export 

When importing a clip with Audio, timecode is shifted one or two 
frames. 

SMOK-9530 Media Import / 
Export 

Apply YUV Headroom option truncates the headroom from FULL ProRes 
clips. 

SMOK-3592 Media Import / 
Export 

Imported QuickTime is missing last audio frame on some clips 
depending on their length. 

SMOK-26349 Media Panel Crash on startup on Projects containing workspace view set as list and 
"sort ascendant". 

SMOK-24025 Media Panel Sequence's Thumbnail remains black until you explicitly update it. 
SMOK-23966 Media Panel Switching Reel Views does not retain last selected clip. 
SMOK-23470 Media Panel Focus in media panel is lost when you set a Search Location in Conform 

tab. 
SMOK-24387 Paint and Batch 

Paint 
Paint: Incorrect aspect ratio in reveal with overlay for anamorphic clips. 

SMOK-23986 Paint and Batch 
Paint 

Wrong frame is displayed when entering Desktop Paint. 

SMOK-25253 Player Slipped gap BFX/CFX doesn't always cache on playback. 
SMOK-19873 Player Crop image in the broadcast monitor when a .CTF LUT is used 
SMOK-23961 Preferences / 

Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Dual monitor broadcast mode inaccessible if you create a 2k project. 

SMOK-21474 Preferences / 
Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Cannot select a user from a remote host. 

SMOK-25562 Sparks Crash when duplicating sparks Sapphire 7 node.  
SMOK-23614 Stabilizer Tracking GMask vertices in negative frames does not work properly. 
SMOK-25541 Stone and Wire Add OptimizedDPX keyword in default stone+wire.cfg file. 
SMOK-21959 UI Trim calculator's numeric buttons don't work. 
SMOK-21366 Views and 

Multiviews 
Broken viewer in Batch / BFX / CFX 

SMOK-24735 Wiretap Server Crashes when Publishing a sequence as AAF files with Media. 
SMOK-23067 Wiretap Server Changing workspace owner through wiretap does not work if 

workspace created through wiretap. 

 



 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Fixed Bugs List  
Linux-Only  

Key Components Summary 
SMOK-25969 LUSTRE: Color 

Secondaries 
Lustre: Keyer Shrink value should not be modified when applied on 
content of different resolution. 

SMOK-23998 EditDesk, Desktop 
and Editing tools 

Thumbnail update issue when rendering from Lustre to Flame in project 
with Proxies ON. 

SMOK-25151 IFFFS: Codecs Compressed format is not preserved in a Flame / Lustre interoperability 
Workflow with Flame framestore set to DNxHD format by default. 

SMOK-21099 LUSTRE: Color 
Grading 

Links to tracker not kept when copying grades in Lustre timeline. 

SMOK-24767 LUSTRE: Color 
Tools 

 

SMOK-24543 LUSTRE: 
Metadata 

Loading a cut twice within a session crashes Lustre (DWA material). 

SMOK-24373 LUSTRE: Render Lustre Shot Reactor does not properly renders in One Sequence. 
SMOK-23586 LUSTRE: Render The state of the Render Flags information is not saved in Lustre. 
SMOK-22243 LUSTRE: Render Command line renderer will not respect render flag set on a per shot 

basis. 
SMOK-19272 LUSTRE: Render Specific clips crash Lustre when using degrain. 
SMOK-25633 Paint and Batch 

Paint 
Luminance change when using in Desktop Paint with K6000 Graphic 
Card. 

 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Fixed Bugs List  
Mac-Only 

Key Components Summary 
SMOK-22822 AVIO Missing right eye on stereo capture. 
SMOK-22426 Action Crash using HWAA on Mac Pro with AMD Firepro D700 6144 MB 
SMOK-23213 Installation and 

Software Config 
Uninstall of 2015 breaks stone+wire. 

SMOK-21175 Preferences / 
Project / User and 
Hotkey 
management 

Command + Q exits even after you modified the "exit" hotkey. 

SMOK-26710 UI Interactivity issue / Slowdown due to GFX (NVidia) process taking 80+% 
of CPU on Mac OSX 10.9 and 10.10 

 



 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Known Bugs List 
Common to All Platforms 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
SMOK-25448 Action The far objects disappear on Working view 

in Action 3D. 
Use orbit on Working view to see the object. 

SMOK-25020 Action GMask: Picking and drawing error when 
drawing spline in F8 view with orbited 
camera. 

invert the views, set F8 on right and F4 on 
left 

SMOK-24899 Action Keyer: Crash when copy/pasting MK in the 
media list 

Save and reload MK setup from one media 
indirect Keyer to the other. 

SMOK-23251 Action 3D Shape profile error when saving setup. Advance frame to restore correct curve 
value. 

SMOK-25450 Action Planar tracker; Mask jumps to new position 
when analyzing with orbited camera. 

 

SMOK-24699 Action Crash on exit if Timeline Action FX contains 
MK, Shadow and Divide. 

 

SMOK-25873 Action Rotation surface tracking broken for 
perspective type 

  

SMOK-24050 Action Perspective Grid: 2D grid should ignore 
camera movements. 

 

SMOK-26152 Action Same as back: Proxy resolution: error when 
expanding history in proxy resolution. 

Manually resize the action node or make 
sure you expand history in full resolution 
and not in prox.  
Or you can click on same as back option in 
the Node Prefs/Rendering menu 

SMOK-26830 Action Shape Tracking: 3D Shape GMask should 
constrain top axes. 

->Basics->GMask 
Tran  

SMOK-26824 Action Pre 2015 Ext2 action tracking setups not 
loaded to current version. 

  

SMOK-26719 Action Tracker: Inconsistent tracking w/ BFX + 
Timewarp on a segment with handle. 

 

SMOK-26874 Action Refresh of UI state with Motion Blur Refreshing the Pref tab is updating the right 
state. 

SMOK-26224 Action Cannot set LookAt edit mode with shortcut 
from certain menus 

Use the pop-up button to select the edit 
mode 

SMOK-25499 Action Can't draw GMask normally in BFX Action 
GMask if media panel is in STV mode 

Workaround 1: Media Panel should be in list 
mode. Workaround 2: Work with User 
Interface->Thumbnail->Render Effects 
preferences off. Workaround 3: Collapse the 
folder/reels that has the clip in which the bfx 
lives. Workaround 4: Simply reset the tool in 
"Add Points" mode by pressing A and finish 
the GMask. 

SMOK-26976 Action:  Substance: crash changing Texture 
Resolution in 2-up View. 

Go back to 1-up View. 

SMOK-25745 Animation 
Editor 

Expressions fail to update after copying 
Timeline FX to another segment. 

Re-Entered by selecting [Expression]) or 
relink. 

SMOK-26826 Animation 
Editor 

Batch: Animation editor: Keyframe is set at 
incorrect frame after doing New batch 

 

SMOK-26866 Archive / 
Restore 

Project Archive append writes whole 
archive again. 

Drag & Drop the whole library structure to 
the archive instead. 

SMOK-26305 Archive / 
Restore 

Opening a large archive will let the user 
believe that the application is frozen. 

Disable size estimate before restoring. 

SMOK-26302 Archive / 
Restore 

No option to skip audio Restore the archive clips by clip avoiding the 
"corrupted" once. But no solution to restore 
anything on clip (timeline) level. 

SMOK-26301 Archive / 
Restore 

Fails during restore if no storage space 
because project's proxies. 

 

SMOK-26304 Archive / 
Restore 

Can't restore project with custom setup 
path on a different system 

Create a project, enter the project, and 
restore the setup and media manually. 



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
SMOK-26316 Archive / 

Restore 
Free Space Estimate: Pop up window shows 
wrong value if archiving to system drive. 

Ignore the warning. 

SMOK-26176 Archive / 
Restore 

Archive: Cache Source Media: Change of 
Cache Source Media state is ignored on 
appending an existing clip to the archive. 

  

SMOK-25884 Archive / 
Restore 

Clips that fail archiving do not show an 
error in the Archived column. 

 

SMOK-21173 Audio Slow navigation between sequence clips if 
timeline contains a lot of audio. 

  

SMOK-25719 Audio Audio monitoring of MP3 audio file has 
playback glitches & de-synchronization 

 

SMOK-26846 Audio Audio Timewarp Speed not refreshing Scrub or play for the TW UI to refresh. 
SMOK-26798 AVIO Choppy UHDTV playback in broadcast 

monitor if no audio track. 
Add an empty audio track to the timeline's 
clip. 

SMOK-25142 Backburner Network issue preventing to use web tools 
if a system in your facility has a quote on 
the name. 

Shutdown/rename the culprit system. 

SMOK-26604 Backburner Switching backburner manager in the app 
reassigns backburner server automatically. 

 

SMOK-25460 Batch / BFX / 
CFX 

Read file node / Pre-processing: Can't select 
back 16bit fp when changing the bit depth. 

Disabled the Active button, select another 
bit depth and enable the Active button. It 
will go back to 16bit float.  
 
In the batch schematic, use the RGB LUT 
from a LUT Editor node placed after the 
Read File node instead of the RGB LUT inside 
the Read File node. 

SMOK-26159 Batch / BFX / 
CFX 

Crash exploding Timeline with GAP BFX 
with cut: Bad timing/missing back. 

 

SMOK-26923 Batch / BFX / 
CFX 

Performance issue when applying a Comp 
on a track above another one that contains 
an already rendered Action effect. 

Hard commit a layer over the Action effect. 

SMOK-26311 Batch General Bypassed Colour Warper is ignored when 
drag+dropping BFX / CFX 

 

SMOK-26921 Color 
Management 

Crash when changing LUT bit depth of 
Color Transform presets applied on Read 
files nodes in batch. 

Use a LUT Editor node. 

SMOK-24834 Conform Wrong tab is being displayed when 
enabling video for AAF for pro tool preset 

 

SMOK-26006 Conform AAF conform: Image sequences don't have 
any File Path, 

Set search location to the image sequence 
media. 

SMOK-26135 Conform Conform: cannot link all events if sequence 
is located in the same folder as source 
media. 

When conforming a sequence from Media 
Library, make sure no sequences are located 
with the source clips. 

SMOK-24943 Conform EDL: Tape name with VA and numbers 
can't be imported. 

Make sure not to have tape name starting 
with VA and numbers (like VA1234) since 
this confuses the EDL parser. The VA is used 
for track assignment. For content created in 
Avid Media Composer, the workaround 
using EDL Manager is to:  
-enable the "convert tape names to 
numbers" and "include source table with the 
saved EDL" options  
 
 
This creates an EDL that works.  

SMOK-25690 Creative Tools GMask scaling is behaving wrong when 
one value is negative 

 

SMOK-25290 Creative Tools 2D Transform : Remove Jitter options inside 
the indirect stabilizer are not taken into 
account when returning to stabilization tab. 

  



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
SMOK-26920 Creative Tools Recursive Ops: Crashes when modifying 

settings after duplicating the node. 
 

SMOK-25171 Data 
management 

Backward compatibility issue with pre 2013 
Timeline's Wipe and actual Timeline's 
GMask, 

  

SMOK-26411 Data 
management 

Crash when creating remote project and 
local system has no framestores 

1) On the local machine define a partition in 
the /usr/discreet/sw/cfg/stone+wire.cfg 
2) Create the project first on the remote 
workstation 

SMOK-25748 Data 
management 

Libraries will not stay closed after project 
close and reopen. 

  

SMOK-25734 Data 
management 

Aborted Drag & Drop operations increment 
remote library names 

Try to select the correct library from another 
project before dragging. 

SMOK-26927 Data 
Management 

Cache media status display: cached media 
supersedes any uncached references when 
having more than one reference to the 
same source 

The workaround is to duplicate the media in 
a different library so there is only one 
reference to cached media per library. 

SMOK-25604 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Can't group clips if a cut is selected. Make sure no cuts are selected when 
grouping clips 

SMOK-25364 EditDesk, 
Desktop and 
Editing tools 

Rendering of unrendered sequence will be 
triggered when using recycle by Drag and 
Drop on top timeline. 

  

SMOK-25053 Installation and 
Software 
Config 

Backburner standalone installer missing 
since the 2015 release. 

 

SMOK-26480 Keyers Having extra clips in MK makes those clips 
multiply on setup reload. 

  

SMOK-25737 Media Hub Unable to remove or edit special character 
in folder name 

Do an mv of the folder in a shell or use 
Konqueror to rename the file. 

SMOK-25484 Media Hub Direct navigation to a directory using a 
bookmark or manual path causes folder 
scanning issues. 

  

SMOK-25196 Media Import / 
Export 

DNxHD 444 RGBA from After Effect with 
compressed alpha will display corruption 
and will crash when scrubbing on alpha. 

 

SMOK-23696 Media Import / 
Export 

Autorefresh not working properly when 
changes on files happen outside of the 
application. 

Hit the home button. 

SMOK-26516 Media Import / 
Export 

Crash on export with shot publish preset 
within a 10bit sequence containing 8bit 
clips when reimport is enabled. 

 

SMOK-26980 Media Import / 
Export 

Assigning export jobs to a group of servers 
does not work properly. 

Use single server. 

SMOK-26314 Media Import / 
Export 

Export sometimes fails with error `Cannot 
get type of clip`. 

Apply a Color Correction with no parameter 
change and process before exporting again. 

SMOK-16568 Media Import / 
Export 

Resize in Pre-Processing timeline not 
updated after debayer change 

Manually reset the resize parameters in the 
source side of the timeline Pre-Processing 
editor. 

SMOK-23704 Media Import / 
Export 

It is not possible to export MXF OpAtom 
with XDCAM codecs 

 

SMOK-26653 Media Import / 
Export 

Dissolves are re-rendered if Timeline FX are 
present on Export. 

  

SMOK-26611 Media Import / 
Export 

Doesn't read H264 QTs with "Millions +" in 
the metadata properly 

File has to be re-exported with just millions. 

SMOK-26701 Media Import / 
Export 

Crash when selecting the Reel created from 
a sequence publish from the reel list. 

  

SMOK-26578 MediaHub Refresh issue on Single Level / Tiles view. A few workarounds:  
- Use the mouse scroll button and scroll up.  
- Do a Scan Subdirectory on & off  
- Switch to Tile View  



 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
- Switch to Hierarchy View 

SMOK-26971 Paint and Batch 
Paint 

Batch Paint: recursive clone x offset on 
anamorphic clip 

  

SMOK-26115 Player 4k Compressed codecs sometimes add 
frames on playback (negative drops) 

 

SMOK-26684 Player Saving the Desktop will change the Player 
to the Source clip. 

  

SMOK-26799 Preferences / 
Project / User 
and Hotkey 
management 

Delete Project no longer prompts you to 
keep or delete setups 

Archive only setups before project deletion. 

SMOK-26536 Preferences / 
Project / User 
and Hotkey 
management 

Incorrect behavior when using the JL 
hotkeys(forward/backward) while the 
player is set to in to out 

  

SMOK-26303 Rendering / 
Burn / 
Background 
Reactor 

Visual difference between local and Burn 
render with recursive Paint. 

Only use local render 

SMOK-26924 RTD Real-time status indicator does not work 
anymore. 

  

SMOK-26959 RTD Load logo crashed application  
SMOK-25605 Stabilizer Corruption when entering tracker after 

indirect color correction in proxy resolution. 
Track in full resolution instead of proxy 
resolution, 

SMOK-26454 Timeline FX Crash when entering text history after 
changing view. 

 

SMOK-26341 Timeline FX Text FX may lose Font when opening from 
previous version. 

Manually replace the font. 

SMOK-25394 Timeline FX GMask: Changing shape priority gives 
unexpected result after rendering 
sequence. 

 

SMOK-25021 Views and 
Multiviews 

Action/Viewer: F8 object view displays 
black in broadcast monitor. 

Set monitor preference to 'screen grab' 

  



 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Known Bugs List  
Linux-Only 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
SMOK-26670 Installation and 

Software Config  
Flare Linux detects Eizo monitor as 
Default Screen = monitor stuck at 60hz. 

if you have a proper setup, supported 
extender & NVidia card.  
Change the monitor selection in the flare 
setup manually 

SMOK-25064 Interop Lustre 
Flame 

Wiretap server crash when doing source 
grading exchange with multi-res 
sequence and Gap FXs. 

 

SMOK-26905 Keyers Keyer 3D/Color Warper: 3D histogram 
corruption when zooming widget on 
K6000 Graphics Cards. 

  

SMOK-25455 Lustre: Export Lustre export stops encoding if One 
Sequence Rendering has an unrendered 
gap, 

Render Gaps before exporting. 

SMOK-26912 Lustre: Wiretap Lustre: Can't modify ISO on ARRIRAW 
media imported from Wiretap. 

"ExposureMode" tag in the cut file should 
be set to "ISO" instead of "Header" 

SMOK-26791 Lustre: Wiretap Lustre SrcGrading: timeline resolution 
not carried out to Flame 

Adding a dummy frame with the right 
resolution at the begging of the top layer 
ensures that the rendered sequence will 
have to correct resolution. 

SMOK-25732 Rendering / 
Burn / 
Background 
Reactor 

Blending mode "Add" with Background 
Reactor gives different result compare to 
foreground render. 

Render in foreground. 

SMOK-26803 Rendering / 
Burn / 
Background 
Reactor 

Corruption when rendering in proxy 
resolution using Burn and Background 
Reactor. 

Render proxy resolution locally. Use full 
resolution material when using burn and 
shot reactor. 

 

Flame Family 2015 Extension 2: Known Bugs List  
Mac-Only 

Key Components Summary Workaround 
SMOK-25931 Action Action: Normal Displacement crashes on extended 

bicubic surfaces. 
Column1 

SMOK-23465 Hardware and OS Wacom Intuos 4 doesn't work well on Mac platforms 
especially when using swipe in the application. 

 

SMOK-26716 Installation and 
Software Config  

Cannot create new storage location if no project exist. 
The following error message will be displayed. Cannot 
create /usr/discreet/clips/Stonefs0. 

Create an empty project 
.exit  
Then launch the setup app 
and create new storage 
location. 

SMOK-25890 Player Slow BFX / CFX playback on 10.9.5, iMac 13,2 NVidia 
GTX 680MX. 

 

SMOK-26226 Sparks Sparks v6 and v7 are not working on Mac OSX 10.9.   
SMOK-26915 Timeline FX  Viewport and render corruption when having 2D 

transform + Resize + Comp on multilayer timeline. 
Flush Renders and re-
render. 

SMOK-26293 Wiretap Server Wiretap Server in a bad state if you remove the 
Ethernet cable while doing an export. 

Restart Wiretap Server  

 


